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his is a story about the wonderful, warm people of Kuwait
and their love of the Arabian horse. To celebrate the breed
they designed an annual Arabian Horse Festival with two
distinct horse show components; the International Show
for pure-breds, and the Egyptian Event for straight Egyptian Arabians.
A tour of the Wafra area breeding farms then takes place in the days
after the two shows. The festival celebrates the love of the breed with
family and friends from the international community within a show
experience. By the time you have finished reading this article, I hope
that you will be planning to attend next year’s show!

There are typical horse shows and then there are ‘Arabian horse festivals’,
but there is only one Kuwait Egyptian Event. It is unique in this world
and much more than a just another horse show, as it represents a
celebration that, in my opinion, is the best. The International Arabian
Horse Show for Pure-bred Arabians is always held prior to the Kuwait
International Egyptian Event. We did not attend the first show because
Henry was judging the second show of the festival so I cannot
make an informed report, but I do know it ranks as an ECAHO B
Show. Judging by the number of horses entered, it was a resounding
success too!

International Arabian Horse Festival 2014
Kuwait Straight Egyptian Horse Days

Words by Christie Metz Photography by www.erwinescher.com unless stated

During 8 and 9 February 2014,
my husband Henry and I attended
the third Kuwait Egyptian Event.
Henry was invited by the Kuwait
Society of Arabian Breeders
via Klaus Beste, Bait Al Arab
Consultant, to judge the two-day
show and then to stay afterwards
for the three days of farm tours. We
attended the first Egyptian Event in
2012 and enjoyed it so much that
we both answered with a resounding YES! When Samantha Mattocks
of The Arabian Magazine discovered that I was attending, she asked if I
would write about the show and of course, I said YES to this as well!
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Kuwait’s people and the Arabian horse
In order to understand the reasoning behind this festival, you must
first understand some of the history of the Arabian horses in Kuwait.
From my perspective, you must also fix firmly in your mind that
Kuwait is a land of warm and hospitable people that come from a
culture teeming in art and Islamic traditions. Kuwait is historically
significant in the Middle East due to its ports on the Arabian Gulf. This
importance continues to this day and it is a gateway to other lands via
shipping. In the 19th century, caravans
bringing merchandise followed the wellestablished trade routes to ship their
goods from Kuwaiti ports. Commonly
for those times, Arabian horses were
shipped as cargo to India and Europe.
During the 20th century, especially
the mid-1900s, there were tumultuous
years, but two leaders of Kuwait were
stewards of the pure-bred Arabians.
They had utilised these horses in war
and encouraged breeding of purebreds by private breeders for many
purposes, such as racing, hunting, and
pleasure.
These early Kuwaiti Arabians reached
their first zenith in breeding during the reign of the late Emir,
HH Sheikh Salem Al Mubarak Al Sabah, in 1921. The following Emir,
HH Sheikh Ahmed Bin Jaber Al Sabah, continued the pure-bred
Arabian breeding programme until 1950. From that time until the
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present day the late Emir, HH Sheikh Jaber Al Ahmad Jaber Al Sabah,
with the support of the current Emir, HH Sheikh Sabah Al Ahmed
Al Jaber Al Sabah, became the guiding force for the current focus and
renaissance of the Arabian horse in Kuwait. These royal families are
descendants of the famous horse breeding tribe, the Anazeh, so their
roots run deep.
One might think on the fact that after losing the nucleus of your
Arabian horses in a wartime invasion that it would be very difficult to
rebuild again; emotionally, financially, and with any energy or hope.
When only three horses survived the disastrous Iraq invasion of
1990, the Kuwaiti people still persevered. This is how dedicated and
determined they are about the Arabian horse, especially the straight
Egyptian Arabian. From 1990 onward, they have replenished the
breeding stock and improved on the Kuwait
State Stud, Bait Al Arab, at the Arabian
Horse Center.
Held in Kuwait this February, and in
cooperation with the Arabian Horse
Society of Kuwait along with the
Kuwait State Arabian Horse Center, the
third Egyptian Event formed a part of
the International Arabian Horse Festival
of Kuwait.
Henry and I have a long history with
Kuwait having visited several times
since the late 1990s, when many of
the early Kuwaiti breeders began the
straight Egyptian breeding renaissance.
We witnessed first-hand the beginnings of these new, private breeding
programmes as well as the Kuwait State Stud, Bait Al Arab. Their
approach was unique in that the government worked in tandem with
several private breeders to educate and stimulate the breeding of
straight Egyptian Arabians. With a culture that is historically rich in
Arabian horse traditions, it was natural for them to add the focus on
straight Egyptian Arabians.
As always, it was a joy to visit Kuwait especially because of their
unique approach to this renaissance, rebuilding the Arabian horse.
Bait Al Arab and the present Emir, along with a committee of private
breeders, had the idea to encourage new breeders to begin with a
planned and focused breeding programme. To that effort, Usamah
Al Kazemi of Ezzain Arabians, part of the committee for the Kuwait
State Stud, contacted Judith Forbis of Ansata Arabian Stud and began
consulting with her help on the bloodstock to purchase. There is a
spirit of cooperation and camaraderie among the breeders that we
have not seen equalled anywhere else. So many years later and this
same attitude is alive and well.
The 3rd International Egyptian Event
We stayed at the wonderful Jumeirah Messilah Beach Hotel and Spa,
which is visually beautiful and very comfortable as well. Many of us
allowed for an extra day before the show to acclimate, a wise decision
in my opinion. Each day the show began at the civilised hour of 10am
and lasted until 10pm. It made for a long day, but one that was fun
and enjoyable so the time passed quickly. There was typically a lunch
break at 2pm and the afternoon sessions resumed between 2pm and
3pm. The show was held at The Arabian Horse Center’s Hunting

and Jumping Show Arena, which is an excellent venue; looking out
towards the centre ring from the viewing stands, it was beautifully
decorated with flowering plants and trees. The plants helped to define
a movement, and the stand-up area was bordered with flowerpots.
The music was energetic and set the atmosphere for the horses to
enter the ring. The viewing stands were almost full every day and, as
an audience member, you had a choice of sitting in the sun, under a
roof, or going inside depending on the weather. There was always an
enthusiastic crowd of grooms, friends, fans, and owners, at the arena
entrance, poised to shake their whips or plastic bags in order to get
a tail to pop up like a flag and ensure an alert expression. The horses
trotted from there to the judges in the centre but every now and then,
a trainer or Klaus Beste had to temper the enthusiasm a little bit. It
was obvious how much everyone
enjoyed participating! Opposite the
viewing stand was a large seating
section reserved for sponsors,
farms and families where incredible
floral arrangements, promotional
material, show programmes and
chocolates adorned the tables.
During the classes, Arabic coffee
or tea was available at all times, and
each table received tiered plates of

sandwiches or desserts for the guests to enjoy. A large digital viewing
screen kept the audience engaged as it was visible to all seating sections
making it easy to see each horse and track their points. Every judge
had an iPad for recording the horses’ scores and the points tabulated
immediately to the screen.
The six-person panel of judges was made up of mostly of international
breeders, a nice change in the show-ring. Marianne Tengstedt from
Denmark, Pekka Paakonen of Sweden, Ferdinand Schwesterman from
Switzerland, Marco Pittaluga from Italy, Joseph Polo and Henry Metz
from the USA. Five of the panel judged each class, while one judge
rotated out. However, in the final Championships, all six panellists
judged. The DC team was comprised of Vivian Reisel-van Eerten of
the Netherlands as team leader, Dr Abdewahab Bin Ali Amira of the
United Arab Emirates, and, as ringmaster, Peter Hegeman of Germany
with the help of his friend, Sten Schroll of Denmark. In addition, three
local veterinarians were in attendance every day. The show committee
did an outstanding job of making this a wonderful event.
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Day one
The show opened with the young horse classes; yearlings, two-yearold and three-year-old fillies and colts, with many classes split into
three sections. It was great to see so many horses turn out for the show,
a total of 276 entries, making the classes large for a two-day event. The
overall quality of the horses was very nice. As usual, I would have to say
the fillies, in general, were much stronger than the colts.
After lunch, Eileen Verdieck, of Hoofbeatz in Dubai, and I were driven
around the corner from the show arena to see an art exhibit in a
designated gallery on the grounds. We watched as HH Sheikh Saoud
Al Thani of Qatar cut the ribbon to mark the opening of the gallery. The
exhibit was of the UK artist Peter Upton’s watercolour and oil paintings.
It was a beautiful event. Other paintings on exhibit came from the
private collections of individual Kuwaiti breeders. On occasion, the
backgrounds of some of the paintings reminded me of George Stubbs,
with his soft iridescent colours behind a horse. Stallions were painted
with great expression and obviously very masculine. Art is Peter’s forte’,
but his writing is also wonderful. If you do not own one of his books be
sure to add one to your library.
Day two
The first class of the day was for mares aged four to six years old and
was split into three sections. This might be the best class of mares I
have ever seen, anywhere, and full of super stars in my opinion. After
the lunch break we saw the seven to 10 year old mares, they were also
incredibly lovely. And finally, a class of mares aged 11 years and over
and once again, a very beautiful group of mares were exhibited.
Then it was time for the boys! I get a huge kick out of the macho
stallions, they are such peacocks. There was definitely some major
testosterone in that show ring as they were preening, posturing,
trumpeting, striking and jumping around on the end of the line,
with all the normal, entertaining antics of stallions. The age groups
followed the same format as the mares but as the older boys came
in the more enamoured I was of them. There is something majestic
and breathtaking about a mature stallion that knows he is ‘it’; he is ‘the
king!’ When you see so many out there in centre ring being ‘the king’,
it is a powerful and impressive experience.
Just before the championships, the organising committee held a charity
auction to benefit the children of war-torn Syria. Several young horses
from the Kuwait State Stud, Bait Al Arab, were then sold to benefit an
organisation dedicated to helping those children.
Finale
The format for the championships is one that I have not seen before
and it was quite interesting. For the Junior Female and Male Champion,
all yearlings, two-year-olds and three-year-olds showed comparatively
against one another; no points were assigned. They entered by age and
posed for the judges to review with champions selected from each of
the age groups. The same format was followed for the Senior Male
and Female Championships. While it was amazing to see so many
wonderful horses at one time all together, it was also a bit frustrating
trying to see all the horses in the ring! The crowd went especially crazy
for the stallions; it was quite a finale with so many powerful horses
prancing about.
Junior Female Championship
Gold: Fotna Al Baidaa (Sheikh Obaied Al Moghazy x DHS Sariyah)
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2013 bay filly, bred by Al Baidaa Stud, Egypt, and owned by Al Mai
Stud, Kuwait
Silver: Jalila Aljazira (Sinan Al Rayyan x Jamla Al Zamet) 2011 grey
filly, bred and owned by Al Jazira Stud, Kuwait
Bronze: Jaazi Aldanat (Ansata Hejazi x Ajmal Sharifa) 2011 grey filly,
bred and owned by Al Danat Stud, Kuwait

Fotna Al Baidaa

Jalila Aljazira

Jaazi Aldanat

Junior Male Championship
Gold: Asayel Rashiq (Frasra Mashar x PSE Rasheekah) 2012 bay
colt, bred by AZ AGR Il Pallazzoto DI Paolo Capecci, Italy, and
owned by Khaled Abdulaziz Al Nughamishe, Kuwait
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Silver: M Anan (Ansata Murtajiz x Aroub Asayel) 2011 grey colt,
bred and owned by Mohammed Mubarak Al Mubaraki, Kuwait
Bronze: Rayyan Aljazira (Sinan Al Rayyan x Ruba Al Rayyan) 2011
grey colt, bred by Talal Abdullah Al Mehri, Kuwait, and owned by
Aljazira Stud, Kuwait

Bronze: Lutfina AA (Nader Al Jamaal x Latifa AA) 2009 grey mare,
bred by Ariela Arabians, Israel, owned by Al Mai Stud, Kuwait

CF Shamila

Asayel Rashiq

M Najla

M Anan

Lutfinah AA

Rayyan Aljazira

Senior Female Championship
Gold: CF Shamila (Moroc x AG Samsarah) 2004 grey mare, bred
by Sergio Gubbiotti, Italy, and owned by Khaled Abudulaziz Al
Nughamishe, Kuwait
Silver: M Najla (Ezz Ezzain x Neama Saqr) 2008 grey mare, bred and
owned by Mohammed Mubarak Al Mubraki, Kuwait

Senior Male Championship
Gold: Ezz Ezzain (Ansata Murtajiz x Najelah) 2003 grey stallion, bred
by Usamah Al Kazemi, Kuwait, and owned by Abdullah Salem Al
Sedrawi, Kuwait
Silver: Naseem Al Nakeeb (Murtajab Al Nakeeb x Nessma) 2007 grey
stallion, bred by Hassanain Al Nakeeb, UK, and owned by Khaled
Abdulaziz Al Nughamishe, Kuwait
Bronze: Shamekh Al Danat (Ajmal Al Kout x Ajmal Sharifa) 2009
grey stallion, bred by Mohammed Sulaiman Al Omar, Kuwait, and
owned by Al Danat Stud, Kuwait
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Ezz Ezzain

Naseem Al Nakeeb

Day One
Al Rehab Stud
Owned by the Al Qenaei family, this new endeavour includes
Mohammed, his wife Rehab, after whom the stud is named, their son
Sulaiman and his wife, Manal. All of them have become enamoured
with the straight Egyptian Arabian horse. Their breeding programme
utilises bloodlines gathered from the other Kuwaiti breeders as well
as El Thayeba in Germany and Al Rayyan and Al Waab in Qatar. It
is obvious that they have chosen their mentors wisely; you can see
it in the way that they have collected their foundation bloodstock.
Henry and I met Sulaiman and Manal a few years ago when they
visited our Silver Maple Farm in Santa Ynez,

In closing, the people of Kuwait adore their horses and love to show
them. When friends and family win, everyone cheers for each other.
The stands empty out as families, along with their children, join in the
winning photographs, celebrating the horses all together in the centre
ring. Sometimes, because of the number of people, you may only
see the horse’s ears in the winning pictures! This speaks well to the
future generations of enthusiastic breeders in Kuwait. In the stallion
classes, it was common to see a child placed on the horse’s back for
the winning photographs. Seeing this happen brings to my mind the
character of the Arabian horse as written about long ago; intelligent
and kind at the same time, just as they were to the Bedouin tribes, the
very roots of Arabian horse breeding.
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Reem Al Qenaei, Dr Nagel and Sulaiman Al Qenaei.

Nicola Sachs

Nicola Sachs

Shamekh Al Danat

Kuwait farm tours
After the horse show, three days of farm tours commenced with quite
the international group of participating breeders from the USA, Egypt,
Qatar, Bahrain, Germany, France, Sweden, Norway, Denmark and
Belgium. It was an ‘a-ha’ moment to realise that no matter how long
you have been breeding straight Egyptian Arabians, or for that matter
any type of Arabians, we are all interested in any type of breeding
programme. In addition, it doesn’t seem to matter if other breeders
use the same bloodlines, there is still an interest in what others are
doing. Maybe being curious is a hallmark of breeders, but there is
certainly an appreciation for the time, effort and dedication it takes
to develop and plan a programme. Henry and I salute the breeders
of Kuwait!
Most of the Kuwaiti breeders are located in Wafra, around 1½ hours
from Kuwait City in the southern region of the country. This area
is home to the some of the most famous farms breeding straight
Egyptian Arabian horses on the Arabian Peninsula and in the world.

“
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The barn is a blend of Mediterranean, Islamic and
Turkish design elements that work harmoniously
to make a wonderful and airy showcase for the
horses. White-railed paddocks surround the
barn creating a nice sized presentation area. The
Qenaei’ family are enthusiastic owners, happy
to show the group of visitors their lovely herd of
foundation horses.

Nicola Sachs

Nicola
Sachs

California so it was a real pleasure to visit
their farm and meet their parents too.
The barn is a blend of Mediterranean,
Islamic and Turkish design elements
that work harmoniously to make a
wonderful and airy showcase for
the horses. White-railed paddocks
surround the barn creating a nice
sized presentation area. The
Qenaei’ family are enthusiastic
owners, happy to show the group
of visitors their lovely herd of
foundation horses. The greeted
each of us personally and then

Sabrah, and also included the Falima branch as well.
I noted they had two mares originating from the Bait Al Arab mare,
Latiefa; Leena Elkuwait (by Sinan Al Rayyan) and her sister, Waseela
Elkuwait (by El Thay Mameluk). Latiefa began a dynasty there
producing ten foals, four colts and six fillies; a very prolific producer.
These two mares showed us all kinds of snort and blow and were very
proud of themselves.
Their young stallion, Bahar Al Waab (Ashhal Al Rayyan x NK
Ashmahan by Shahin) takes an interesting and somewhat different
route to Bukra through a weaving of Katharinenhof Stud and Ansata
Arabian Stud mares and stallions with the addition of Al Rayyan Farm
and Al Waab’s influence from the Qatar breeding programmes.
Qenaei cousins, Reem, and her father Al, are owners of Al Jenan
Stud and they brought their young and impressive homebred
stallion Seraj Al-Jenan (Ajmal Juman x Elise Jawharah QPF)
to be presented. He is also from the Dahman Shahwan family
but through the Bint Sabah daughter, Layla. Interestingly, his
pedigree has a few different sire bloodlines further back on the
male side; sire lines that trace to Zobeyni, Sameh and Ibn Rabdan,
three of the four straight Egyptian stallions originally imported
to America. Presently, however, there are only Nazeer and Sameh
sire lines available for Egyptian horses/breeders in the USA. After
seeing the horses, we took a stroll through their beautiful barn and
then waved good-bye as we travelled on to Ajmal Arabian Stud.
Ajmal Arabian Stud
This is a favourite farm for Henry and me to visit. The facility is
amazingly beautiful with a serene atmosphere; gorgeous architecture
and landscaping everywhere, yet the lovely barns are practical as well,
with turnout paddocks or pastures nearby. The owner, Mohammed

Ajmal Sabiha

Nicola Sachs

suggested we enjoy the beautiful, tiny edible works of art on offer;
multi-coloured mini macaroon sandwiches filled with a variety of
fresh fruit fillings along with tiny delicious pastries such as baklava, my
favourite! Of course the Arabic coffee, tea and fresh fruit juice were
welcome too. What is more fun than great food, friends and family
with the added bonus of seeing beautiful horses?
Klaus Beste provided a typically colourful commentary. He knows
each farm’s history, the individual horses and owners quite well.
He does a superb job due in part to his long-time involvement
with Bait Al Arab, the Kuwait State Stud. Klaus emphasised that
mare families are of paramount importance in the Rehab breeding
programme, and it showed in the quality. The different mare
families consisted of the following types: Saqlawiah Jidranieh,
Hadbah Enzahiya, Obeyan Um Jourays and Dahmah Shahwaniah,
by far the largest in numbers. This family traced to Bukra via Bint
Bint Sabbah or Ansata Bint Misr and to Ansata Sabiha through
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The Ansata Hejazi bronze.

Nicola Sachs

Nicola Sachs

Nicola Sachs

Al Jassim Marzouq, is one of the original breeders of straight Egyptian
Arabians in Kuwait. He helped to found their renaissance and Henry
and I respect and admire just how important his support of education,
donation of horses to the Arabian Horse Center and his vision are
to the growth of the Egyptian bloodlines in Kuwait. His leadership,
positive energy, and generosity in creating spaces in which

Nicola Sachs

g of the An

Judith Forbis, Dr Hans Nagel and Dr Nasr Marei
picking the next stallion for Ajmal Arabian Stud.

sata Hejazi
bro
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Christian Kessebohmer

The unveilin

Carola Toischel

to share knowledge are an essential component to this
renaissance, and we are proud to call
him a friend. We salute him!
Near the presentation arena is a small
Ajmal Arabian
Stud colt evalua
tion.
gem of a building, an art museum
The bronze is magnificent,
and library. Marzouq has a passion
dynamic in its pose with a white
and dedication to the arts that equals
patina that seemed to bring him
his love for the horses and the farm
to life. It is so remarkably lifelike
tour included the official unveiling
that it illustrates the stallion’s
of a bronze sculpture of Ansata
incredible presence; you can feel
Hejazi. Mohammed commissioned
the rendition radiating energy.
American artist Karen Kasper to
Judith thanked Mohammed for
sculpt Ansata Hejazi and she did a
giving Hejazi the opportunity to
magnificent job. Karen, along with
become such an important sire on
her husband Ray, as well as Ansata
the Arabian Peninsula, thus assuring
Hejazi’s breeder Judith Forbis and
his legacy. It is an opportunity, she
Mohammed listened to a very sweet tribute given by HH Sheikha
noted, that few stallions ever have
Sara Fahad Al Sabah, owner of Al Arab Stud, as we all gathered
the ability to achieve.
around. HH Sheikha Sara declared that when she first saw Ansata
Ansata Hejazi is the main herd sire for Ajmal and, although he is now
Hejazi, he provided the inspiration for her to become a breeder of
an elder statesman, he is still the King! His legacy continues through
straight Egyptian Arabians.
his son Ajmal Al Kout (ex Ansata Malaka, by Ansata Halim Shah),
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Ajmal Muhrah
(Ajmal Talal x Ajmal Naderah).

Christia
nK

also from a Dahman Shahwan family
tracing to the Halima branch of that
family, currently leased to Bait Al
Arab. Ajmal Talal is the other sire
being used heavily at Ajmal. He is
an Ansata Sinan son out of Ansata
Samari, a Hejazi daughter also of
the Dahmah Shahwaniah family
via the Bukra line.
Mohammed seems to be creating
a beautiful yet athletic horse
with his programme; classically
beautiful in the best sense,
there is no mistaking these
horses are Arabians, they
astound you. Ajmal horses
would not be out of place in
a Vernet drawing of old. Over the years, Ajmal
Arabian Stud has been home to Dr Hans Nagel’s Katharinenhof

Nasr Marei, on behalf of Marzouq, to choose the next herd sire for Ajmal
Arabian Stud. It was fun to watch and they chose number #518; they
numbered the colts rather than give their sire and dam lines away. The
chosen colt was Ajmal Nadeer (Ansata Hejazi x Najma Al Rayyan).
After the lovely presentations, our group moved on to enjoy an alfresco
luncheon on the grounds of the Marzouq home sponsored jointly by Al
Arab Stud and Ajmal Arabian Stud. As we entered the tent HH Sheikha
Sara was on hand to help guide people through the gorgeous buffet,
telling us about some of the speciality native dishes before us. The artistic
displays made for difficult choices because they all looked scrumptious.
A peaceful landscaped table area, fountains bubbling cheerfully and
warm sunshine provided the most relaxed time to enjoy our meal and
one another. Lazily, the group wandered on to the next farm with a short
walk down the drive and across the road to the winding
driveway of the third farm.

Foal at
Arabian Ajmal
Stud.

El Adiyat Stud
Mahmood A Al Zubaid owns El Adiyat Stud which
is conveniently located directly across the road from
Ajmal Arabian Stud. For me, there is a dreamlike
Badra El Adiyat.

“

This is a favourite farm for Henry and me to
visit. The facility is amazingly beautiful with a
serene atmosphere; gorgeous architecture and
landscaping everywhere, yet the lovely barns
are practical as well, with turnout paddocks or
pastures nearby. The owner, Mohammed Al Jassim
Marzouq, is one of the original breeders of straight
Egyptian Arabians in Kuwait.

Stud stallions Adnan (Salaa El Dine x Ghazala, by Ghazal) and NK
Hafid Jamil (Ibn Nejdy x Ghazala, by Ghazal). Talal and Al Kout are
now being used on daughters of both NK stallions.
Again, the mares at Ajmal are predominately of the Dahmah
Shahwaniya families tracing to the Bukra, Layla and Farida branches.
However, there are other families celebrated here too such as the
Obeyah Om Jreiss through the Hanan branch, Hadbah Enzahiya
family through Nagdia tracing to Bint Samiha, and the Bint Rustem
to Yosreia branch, all of which trace to Venus, the root mare. During
the presentation Klaus invited Dr Hans Nagel, Judith Forbis and Dr

quality to the feeling on this farm. Tamarisk trees with their soft
fringe met the edge of a bright blue sky and gracefully danced to the
small breezes at this time of day. As you walk along the winding rock
pathways you see the varied green tones of lush palm trees, some low,
some tall, mixed with ice plants and other desert flora. Natural wood
fences, whitewashed plaster walls and metal roofing contribute to this
dreamlike feeling. I feel as if I have arrived at a modern day oasis.
El Adiyat predominantly features the bloodlines of NK Arabians (Dr
Nagel’s Katharinenhof Stud, Germany) and has maintained the source’s
closed herd breeding policy with the exception of using Ansata Hejazi
and the stallion Aneesilnefous Ezzain, bred by Usamah Al Kazemi of
Ezzain Arabians. Al Kazemi is another ‘founding’ breeder of straight
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Egyptian Arabians in Kuwait and his breeding use the Katharinenhof
Stud model combined with some of the Ansata bloodlines.
Zubaid presented five different families of mares beginning with
the Obeyan mare family tracing to the Hanan/Ameera line and the
Hanan/Ghazala line. As a group, the mares are ethereal looking and
light on their feet!
Khaled Al Zubaid with
NK Mouna.

The Hanan/Ameera family group
comprised: NK Halla, by Adnan (Salaa
El Dine x Ghazala by Ghazal), out of
Asfoura (Ansata Halim Shah x Amira)
was presented with her daughters
Haizam El Adiyat, by NK Qaswarah
(NK Hafid Jamil x NK Nariman) and
Hellal, by Ansata Hejazi (Ansata Halim
Shah x Ansata Sudarra). NK Halla has
always been a favourite of mine so it was
fun to see her and her daughters, once again.
The Hanan/Ghazala family was represented by daughters of Zobeida
El Adiyat: Zahia Eladiyat, by NK Jamal El Dine (NK Hafid Jamil x
Ansata Ken Ranya), and Zeina ElAdiyat, by NK Nadeer (NK Hafid
Jamil x NK Nadirah).
The Saqlawiah family at El Adiyat traces from Mahiba to Moniet El
Nefous and was represented by two daughters of Muneera Al Arabias
(by NK Hafid Jamil). They were: NK Mouna (by NK Jamal El Dine)
and NK Lamees by NK Kamar El Dine (NK Hafid Jamil x Ansata
Ken Ranya). Mahmood’s son Khaled obviously shares a special
relationship with NK Mouna, which is easy to see in the photograph
captured by Nicole Sachs.

“

As you walk along the winding rock
pathways you see the varied green tones of lush
palm trees, some low, some tall, mixed with ice
plants and other desert flora. Natural wood fences,
whitewashed plaster walls and metal roofing
contribute to this dreamlike feeling. I feel as if I
have arrived at a modern day oasis.

As you read the pedigrees, it is easy to see this is a very intensely bred
group of horses weaving the same bloodlines over and over again. This
method of breeding has made for a very unified looking herd of horses.
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The fourth mare family presented was of the Dahmah Shahwaniah’s;
Amal El Adiyat tracing to Bukra, sired by NK Jamal El Dine and out of
NK Ahlam (by Adnan).
Presented last was the Hadbah Enzahiya mare family of Nashua,
tracing to the mare Lotfeia or 7 Lutfia to Nashua to Bint Kamala. They
were: NK Amal (NK Jamal El Dine x NK Nabeela) and her daughter
NK Nashwa (by Aneesilnefous Ezzain); Badra El Adiyat (NK Hafid
Jamil and NK Nashwa) and NK Najma (NK Kamar El Dine x NK
Nasrin). Overall, this is a very lovely feminine family of mares.
We drank tea and Arabic coffee and ate more desserts along with
delicious red strawberries as we listened to the personable narrative
of Klaus Beste. His knowledge of the breeders and their horses makes
it very entertaining and he teases the breeders, telling tales on them
and sharing funny stories of times together that had us all laughing.
Mahmoud’s son, Khaled, managed the presentation very skilfully.
Henry and I enjoyed seeing him work the horses in the ring, quietly
and effortlessly, using his body language and a lunge whip. We have
visited the farm many times and
love that Mahmood and his
sons enjoy handling the horses.
Photographer Dee Haggard and
a few others tried to capture the
entire visitor group in a panoramic
shot; Dee deserved a medal for
her efforts in getting everyone to
stay still.
Rayyah-Al Sharg
We then moved easily to the next
farm, again conveniently located
within walking distance. We stepped
through a back gate from El Adiyat
Stud to arrive at the shared farm of close friends Talal Al Nesf, owner
of the Al Sharg horses, and Ala’a Al Roumi, whose farm is named
Al Rayah. Together they are Rayah-Al Sharg. The two close friends
founded their farm with bloodstock from the first Kuwait breeding
farms such as Ajmal, Ezzain, Aljazira, and Bait Al Arab. Ansata Arabian
Stud bloodlines are prominently represented here as well.
The stallion Ansata Al Murtajiz (Ansata Hejazi x Ansata Samsara, by
Prince Fa Moniet) is their first herd sire purchased from Usamah El
Kazemi of Ezzain Arabians. As all the farms of Kuwait allow other
breeders’ access to their stallions, they have also used Ansata Hejazi
and Sinan Al Rayyan. Mares from Al Rayyan farm in Qatar have
helped found to families at many of the Wafra farms, so there is this
influence here as well.
Unfortunately, as sunset arrived, it grew much colder as it will in the
desert, a fact that we visitors all tended to forget. But stuffed dates,
pastries and bowls of exotic nuts, as well as tea and Arabic coffee kept
us all warm and alert. The seating venues were extremely comfortable
and the arena well lit.
I know that Talal was on the Egyptian Event Show Committee and
therefore was incredibly busy during the week. Nevertheless, he and
Ala’a not only helped with the management, but they also entered 28
horses from their combined farm. I spotted them stepping out into the
centre ring many times for class winners. For the evening’s presentation
they chose to show us mares and foals from the Saqlawiah, Hadbah
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Amusingly, close by a mother/daughter camel
duo provided endless amusement for those of
us seated near them. Mama camel decided she
wanted the green grass outside her paddock and
tested the plastic rail fencing until she discovered a
weak area. She then knelt on the rail with her front
leg until it gave way before stepping carefully out
to the grass.

Sharg.
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Camels at Rayyah Al

Enzahiya, Dahmah Shahwaniah, and Obeyan families; 46 horses in
total. What a feat on top of the week they already had! Because there
were so many and all of such a high quality, I will highlight just a few.
The Saqlawiah family of mares had many branches/lines represented
here. My personal favourites seemed to be the ones that were quite
tall and elegant. The family of Alidah Madheen (Alidaar x Masoudah
M by Messaoud) and her daughter Shaqraa Al-Rayah (by Ansata
Murtajiz) along with their foals gave an air of elegance. Most likely
this is due to the addition of the male sire line of Alidaar (Shaikh Al
Badi x Bint Magidaa).
The Hadbah Enzahiya family, Yosreia line, was represented by two
very nice mares; Farasha Al Rayyan (Ashhal Al Rayyan x Classic
Farida) and her daughter Nabeela Al-Sharg, by Wadah Al Sharg
(Ansata Hejazi x Mouna Al Rayyan).
The largest group of horses, 22 plus foals, came from the Dahmah
Shahwaniah family group and here I will highlight a few. Ansata
Sabika (Prince Fa Moniet x Ansata Sekhmet by Ansata Halim Shah),

and the Delilah/Bint Misr/Bukra line was represented by: Jamila AlRayah (by NK Hafid Jamil) and her two daughters, Jorry and Joud Al
Rayah, both sired by Ansata Al Murtajiz. Salsabil Al-Rayah (by Sinan
Al Rayyan) was the second daughter and a very lovely show mare too.
Sabha Al Rayyan (Ansata Nile Pasha x Al Anqa Al Rayyan by Alidaar),
of the Halima line, was another lovely and elegant mare.
Two mares from the Hadbah Enzahiya family/Yosreia line were
presented: Farasha Al Rayyan (Ashal Al Rayyan x Classic Farida, by
Alidaar) and her daughter Nabeela Al Sharg, by Wadah Al Sharg
The Obeyan mare family, Hanan/Ghazala, was represented by
Gazalah (Al Adeed Shaqab x Nejdia) and her three daughters and their
daughters. Together the group showed the weaving through breeding
of the two friends’ horses: Heba Al-Rayah (by Ansata Hejazi) and her
daughter Hind Al Rayah (by Sinan Al Rayah); Reem Al Rayah (by
Ansata Hejazi) and her 2014 filly by Wadah Al-Sharg (Ansata Hejazi
x Mouna Al Rayyan); and Shaikha Al Rayah (by Ansata Murtajiz).
Typically, in the Middle East, the stallions will be presented at the end
of a visit and this, of course, demands that you pay attention! Ansata Al
Murtajiz, their first herd sire, is older now and although he showed his
age I think that he is wonderful. I am so glad that he has sons Wadah
Al-Sharg and Gazal Al Rayah to go forward.
Amusingly, close by a mother/daughter camel duo provided endless
amusement for those of us seated near them. Mama camel decided
she wanted the green grass outside her paddock and tested the plastic
rail fencing until she discovered a weak area. She then knelt on the rail
with her front leg until it gave way before stepping carefully out to the
grass. Of course the grooms quickly captured her and led her back to
the paddock but she immediately escaped again! Their next tactic was
to serve the duo some beautiful green grasses which they ate quickly
and then ‘kushed’, folding their knees to lay down.
After the Rayah-Al Sharg presentation our group had the choice to
either return to the hotel or proceed on for a surprise presentation to
the farm of Salah Al Terkait, in spite of the late hour. This shows you
how considerate our hosts were for our comfort. Henry and I chose
to meet Al Terkait to see his farm and horses. Al Terkait provided new
buses for those going on to his farm that was only five minutes away,
while the others returned to the hotel.
Al Ward Arabians
Despite the late hour we saw many cars already parked at the farm.
I was surprised but thought, “Wow, these breeders all support one
another in spite of hosting open farm tours and after a long week with
two shows!” Kuwaitis are amazingly supportive of their fellow breeders.
We also discovered that it really is the custom to present horses in the
evenings after work to avoid the extreme heat during the daytime, and
at a good time to socialise too.
Salah had a Bedouin tent prepared for dining with heaters inside
while all around the barbecue area were open fire pits, casting their
bright flames and warming groups of people. Close by, a path led to
another huge tented area. Inside it looked like a fruit grove, outlined
by black and white stones that bordered the pathway leading to a
round arena with seating set up around it. Overhead lighting added
to this ‘theatre in the round’ atmosphere, along with soothing music.
When the seating filled up, they served us tea and pastries and then
the horses were presented.
Salah Al Terkait founded his programme on the horses of Ezzain
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Arabians. Usamah Al Kazemi, owner of Ezzain Arabians, has a closed
herd breeding policy, utilising horses originating from predominately
Nagel bloodlines. The stallion, Noorreddine Ezzain (Ansata Al Murtajiz x
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bright flames and warming groups of people.
Overhead lighting added to this ‘theatre in the
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Henry and I first visited Aldanat Stud in 2012 and it was nice to return.
It is quite charming with a very nice warm energy; the viewing stands
that overlook the horses’ paddocks also look towards a villa surrounded
by a pond. Animals of every type are visible; near the water we saw
A mare at Al Danat Stud.

NK Nada) gave a fairy tale impression. He was so ethereal when entering
the ring and showing himself off. The stallion Muhannad Alward (NK
Qaswarah x NK Nakeebya) did the same, but in the colour bay! They
are both from the Hadba Enzahi family and the same line tracing to
Bint Kamla through the mare Nashua. Each horse presented had a very
beautiful head complimented with a large dark eye, great expression and
a spirited attitude. These boys knew their jobs and presented themselves
beautifully and were very masculine. The staff were very good in their
management of the horses, entering and leaving the arena smoothly after
each presentation. Henry and I appreciate this because we know firsthand how much work it takes, and training too. It was a pleasure to see
and a lovely ending to our long day.
Day Two
Early the next morning, the tour guests boarded the bus at 8:30am for
the ride to Wafra. During the hour and a half ride, people either visited
quietly or napped after the very late night before.
Aldanat Stud
Owned by Mohammed Omar, Aldanat Stud is near the other breeders
we toured on day one and was our first stop of the day. Mohammed’s
enthusiasm was contagious as he talked about his horses with friends
or shared photographs of himself with his horses on Facebook. Like
many people in Kuwait, he became intrigued with these bloodlines
through the Wafra breeders group and the friendship they shared
because of the horses.

Shamekh Ald

anat

swans floating, ducks gliding
and cranes calling. On our walk from the bus to the viewing stands,
two Australian Shepherd dogs accompanied us. They were very well
behaved and friendly. Omar’s staff greeted us, making sure that we were
comfortable, and offered us Arabic coffee and pastries. It was warm in
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From the Bint Sabah family we really enjoyed
the antics of Ajmal Nagham (Ansata Hejazi x
Nashwa Saqr). She would wheel right up into our
corner and then blow and snort at the crowd!

the sun so Henry and I stood on the rail to be closer to the horses when
they were presented. The core group of Omar’s breeding stock came
from Kuwait however, he has made some changes in the last two years,
as all breeders do when refining their visions of a programme, adding or
deleting bloodlines.
The presentation started with the mare families. First the Obeyan Om
Jureis, the Hanan branch/line, followed by the Dahmah Shahwaniah
family with the Bukra, Taia 9 and Farida branches. From the Bint
Sabah family we really enjoyed the antics of Ajmal Nagham (Ansata
Hejazi x Nashwa Saqr). She would wheel right up into our corner
and then blow and snort at the crowd! Also from this family was Jaazi
Aldanat (Ansata Hejazi x Ajmal Sharifa), a 2011 grey filly that was the
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Al Mubarak Arabians
We were then driven to Al Mubarak Arabians and warmly welcomed by
the owner, Mohammed Al Mubaraki. We drove up to a beautiful gated

her foal were resting inside. Outside and further down from the Majlis
there was a tent set up for the luncheon afterwards.
The main barns had viewing areas on either end while on the right side
of the arena was a covered, raised outdoor room with sofas. Henry and I

Kessebphmer

Junior Female Bronze Champion of the show. Henry and I recognised
some mares from our 2012 visit, including Amirah Aldanat (Ansata
Al Murtajiz x Nejma El Adiyat). She is a combination of Ansata Stud
and Mahmood Zubaid’s horses at Adiyat and the Rayyah-Al Sharg
head sire, Ansata Al Murtajiz. Now, as Mohammed breeds
onward, they become Aldanat horses. Nejma El Adiyat’s
daughter Abeer Aldanat (by Sinan Al Rayyan) represents
a second generation of this mare line at the farm. There
are also some new additions to the mare families. The
largest number of mares that we saw came from the
Saqlawiah Jidranieh family, all tracing to the mare, Moniet
El Nefous.
Two of the stallions at Aldanat are of the Dahman
Shahwan family as well: Bader Aldanat (Ajmal Al Kout
x Zakhira Al Naif ) through the Nile female line and
Shamekh Aldanat (Ajmal Al Kout x Ajmal Sherifa) via
the Bukra family. The latter was Senior Male Bronze
Champion at the 2014 Egyptian Event. One stallion is
of the Hadban Enzahi family through the Nagdia branch;
Dahab Aldanat (Sinan Al Rayyan x Muzhela), a bright
two-year-old chestnut colt that traces in the tail female
side of his pedigree to Dr Nasr Marei’s Albadeia Stud
in Egypt. Mohammed Omar is a great supporter of the Egyptian
Event with a total of 13 horses representing the Aldanat Stud
breeding programme. Klaus Beste, once again, kept us entertained
by providing a great narrative for each horse.
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We drove up to a beautiful gated entry with
fountains just inside. It is a truly elegant farm
architecturally, having a somewhat contemporary
feel to the Islamic architectural design elements.
Painted a peaceful neutral colour with natural
wood elements and pierced ironwork light fixtures
on the buildings, an inviting ambience radiated.

Ezz Ezzain

entry with fountains just inside. It is
a truly elegant farm architecturally,
having a somewhat contemporary
feel to the Islamic architectural
design elements. Painted a peaceful
neutral colour with natural wood
elements and pierced ironwork
light fixtures on the buildings,
an inviting ambience radiated.
A long section of barns were to
our left as we entered and on
the right, a Majlis. Inside the
Majlis was an office with one
glass wall overlooking an interior stall where a mare and

sat near the barn to see the horses more closely.
It was lovely to see the horses’ heads hanging
out of their stall windows, serenely watching the
crowds of people gathering. They seemed to be
greeting us. Al Mubaraki’s breeding programme is
a tapestry of horses gathered from Kuwait, Qatar,
and Egypt. The mare families are varied and with
representatives from most types.
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His stallions include now three-time Kuwait International Egyptian
Event Champion, the charismatic white stallion Ezz Ezzain. He is
from the Obeyan female family tracing to the famous mare, Hanan;

Dahes Al Rayyan

Sofyan Al Mobaraky

Ezz Ezzain

Reem Al Mubarak Filly by Dahes

bred by Usamah Al Kazemi, he is
now owned by Al Sedrawi. Also
presented at the show was another
beautiful white stallion and it
was wonderful to see Dahes Al
Rayyan. He too was a class winner
in the six-to-eight-year-old stallion
category at the Egyptian Event
with a total of 92.36 points. Dahes
M Najla
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received straight 19s and one 19.5 for type, some of
the highest type scores of the show. The homebred
stallion Sofyan Al Mobarky (Ezz Ezzain x Ansata
Suleyma) is a young and thus far untried 2009 bay
stallion but he shows great promise. In the Junior
Male Championships, a Mubarak homebred threeyear-old, the grey M Anan (Ansata Murtajiz x Aroub
Asayel), was the Silver Champion. So, it is clear there is
a lot of stallion power at Al Mubarak Arabian Stud.
One of my favourite moments during the presentations was an
adorable young orphan filly by Dahes Al Rayyan and out of Reem
Al Rayyan (Ansata Hejazi x Ansata Nefer Isis, by Prince Fa Moniet).
She seemed quite confident following the trainer as he trotted
around the ring; I loved her!
There are many wonderful new additions in Mubaraki’s foal crop and
it is clear that he has a vision of where he is going with his breeding
programme. Very noteworthy was the mare Salma Al Mobarky by
Tallahsman (Imperial Mahdeen x Bint Atallah by Ruminaja Ali) and
out of the full sister to Ansata Murtajiz, Ansata Suleyma (Ansata Hejazi x
Ansata Samsara). Also M Najla (Ezz Ezzain x Neama Saqr by El Habiel),
who won Silver in the Senior Champion Mares at this year’s show. She
was one of my favourites, now and at the event. Once again, the tour
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group is invited to a feast for the visual senses as well as taste. All of us
dined either inside or outside the beautifully decorated tent before we
moved on to the next farm.
Al Safinat Arabians
Owned by Khaled Ben Shokar, Al Safinat Arabians was the third farm
tour of the day. Henry and I really enjoy Khaled; he is a friend of long
standing. We all began our breeding programmes around about the
same time and have mares that came from Judy and Charlie Jones’
Atallah Arabian Farm. Since Judy and Charlie were our mentors, there
is a feeling of family ties through these horses. Khaled has a mare family
that traces to Nefisa, bred by Judy and Charlie: Aliikat (Ruminaja Ali
x Katourah). Katourah’s dam, Nourah, is a full sister to El Hilal. It was
lovely to see what Khaled had done with breeding this family and we
were not disappointed. Khaled’s programme continues to improve,
not an easy feat to achieve as a breeder! He chooses his horses for
what he believes they will contribute and is willing to seek out
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Five horses represented Al Safinat well at the
Egyptian Event this year. Shokar is ‘paying it
forward’ by sharing with others as he continues to
improve each generation and each family within
his programme.

masculine horse, he does not seem to pass this trait on; instead he
passes more length of neck and leg than you would typically see from
the Alidaar side, not his dam’s. Then there is the very nice Ansata
Sinan son Hilal Al Safinat (ex Hilala Al Safinat by Adnan), again from
the Nefisa family. Rana Al Safinat is the third stallion, sired by Ansata
Hejazi and out of the mare RN Rayana by Prince Fa Moniet, a Bukra
line of the Dahman family.
The farm itself is always changing and additions and improvements
are unveiled to us each year. There is a classic but updated feel to the
architecture; it is simple but elegant with many palm trees giving
it a peaceful feeling. Five horses represented Al Safinat well at the
Egyptian Event this year. Shokar is ‘paying it forward’ by sharing with
others as he continues to improve each generation and each family
within his programme.
Al Jazira Stud
I find myself smiling as I write about Al Jazira Stud because the owner,
Talal Al Mehri, is such an enthusiastic breeder. He is always passionate
about his horses and is a man with a good sense of humour, laughing
easily. I call Talal and Henry the East/West bookends, and for those of
you that know them it will make sense. They definitely have matching
smiles among other things.
It was dusk when we arrived at Al Jazira Stud. The viewing stands were
set up in an ‘L’ shape around the presentation ring, tiered in three rows
with a platform of seating on one end and, on the other end, the barn.
Looking across an open field from the tiered seating, we saw a new
two-story barn under construction. While we waited, three little
white Spitz dogs entertained us by playing energetically, tumbling like
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Wahag Al Rayyan

other bloodlines to accomplish this. Indeed, Klaus stated during the
presentation: “Khaled is a clever and very patient man.” He has utilised
Ruminaja Ali and his brother, Alidaar, with his Bint Nefisa mare family
(Dahmah Shahwaniah) to great effect. I particularly enjoyed a heavily
fleabitten mare from this family, Luluwat Al Safinat (Ansata Hejazi x
Aliikat). He also has a few Alidaar daughters and granddaughters that
add stretch and scope to the more traditional roundness, and typically
shorter horses of the Dahmah mare families.
The other Dahmah mare family we saw traces to the Bukra line
through Ansata Exotica (Jamil x Ansata Ghazala). Her daughter by
Alidaar, Arak Al Safinat, seemed to contribute length of leg and overall
scope without taking away from their classic beauty. Other mare
families of the Obeyan and Saqlawiah type were lovely as well.
At this time all the Al Safinat stallions hail from the Dahmah mare
families. The grey stallion Wahag Al Rayyan (Alidaar x Ansata Majesta,
by Ansata Halim Shah) is one example. Although he is a powerful,

acrobats from afar, until called by one of the staff to go home. The
horses are just so lovely and watching them prance out from the barn
was almost as much fun as seeing them loose in the arena.
For the second time, Talal won the prestigious Breeder of the Show
award given in recognition for the most points garnered by a breeder’s
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horses during the event. He also won in 2012. The Silver winner of
the Junior Female Championship was bred by Al Jazira; the grey 2011

we saw HH Sheikha Sara Fahad Al Sabah’s breeding programme of Al
Arab Stud and then the breeding programme of Bait Al Arab, as well
as enjoying lunch there on the grounds. As we drove into the Arabian
Horse Center the first thing I noticed was the buildings as we approached
the new Bait Al Arab. Very simple lines, elegant yet sophisticated, artful
and welcoming at the same time. All the buildings were painted a warm
taupe colour with white accents on the roofs and windows and a bright
blue trim accent colour complimented the barns in the stall area. These
colours blended into the desert skyline well.
To walk from the bus was just charming. We meandered through
walkways passing the registration offices, education centre,
greenhouses and future library with wall fountains feeding into a
small stream that bordered the walkways following us between the
buildings with a
The presentation

filly Jalila Al Jazira (Sinan Al Rayyan x Jamla Al Zamet). And
Talal’s two-year-old colt, Rayyan Al Jazira (Sinan Al Rayyan
x Ruba Al Rayyan) was the Bronze Champion in the Junior
Male Championship.
The main stallion at Al Jazira is Sinan Al Rayyan. HH Sheikh
Abdulaziz, of the famous Al Rayyan Farm in Qatar, bred
this colt but somehow Talal was able to talk him into selling
him. We saw Sinan Al Rayyan for the first time at Al Jazira
as a two year old. As Sinan Al Rayyan matured, he returned

to Al Rayyan on lease for two breeding seasons before returning to
Al Jazira in Kuwait and then recently being sold to Al Waab Stud of
Qatar. However, Talal has several of his progeny in the barns to carry
his influence forward at Al Jazira. If I have counted correctly, 17 Al
Jazira horses in total were entered at the show and did very, very well.
When we first visited Al Jazira Stud many years ago we drove in
through an immature palm grove. I will never forget seeing an older
Ansata Halim Shah daughter enjoying the shade of those palms,
wandering freely. Here the bloodlines are, of course, from the Ansata,
Nagel, and Ajmal Farms, plus Al Rayyan Farm in Qatar, along with El
Thayeba Stud, owned by Cornelia Tauschke, in Germany. Although
our tour finished quite late it was a relatively early evening by Kuwait
standards as we all returned to the hotel.
Day Three
Once again, we boarded the bus at 8:30am to spend most of the day
at the Arabian Horse Center, just a few minutes from our hotel. There
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quiet movement and soft sound.
When we emerged we saw the horse barns across a small desert
wadi with immature native grasses and plants. We strolled over to the
seating area around the presentation ring; it was a wonderful way to
build your excitement to see the horses. In the future the greenhouse
will be the starting point for all native plants, tended to by students
at the education centre. Looking back towards the building complex
we could see the glass of the greenhouse atrium; this is a magical and
visionary centre!
I was looking everywhere as there was so much to take in. The
presentation arena had both a covered area for seating with Bedouin
tent type woven fabrics providing a splash of colour and design, as
well as an open area with two tiers of seating. Klaus was the perfect
person to talk with about the two programmes. It was great to have
Abdullah Albraihi, the Kuwait Arabian Horse Registry Registrar,
in attendance; such a good man plus a key person for the Arabian
horse in Kuwait. He has been with Bait Al Arab for years as an
employee, and now as a volunteer. Mohammed Al Marzouq, a longtime supporter of the Bait Al Arab and his company Tamdeen, along
with HH Sheikha Sara Fahad Al Sabah, worked hard to design an
environment that would resonate the feeling of their native Kuwait.
I say “Bravo, you have done a spectacular job creating this new oasis
for Bait Al Arab!” It is simply amazing.
Fahad Alahzmi and Abdulla are in publicity for Bait Al Arab and were
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perfect for the job as hosts and representatives for the stud, both
youthful and enthusiastic. A wonderful addition to the Bait Al Arab
team is the new Stable Manager, Jonas Salzman from Germany. Jonas
presented the horses for both studs in a very professional manner.
He knows each horse individually and knows just how to keep them
happy and interested in showing themselves off, and their foals too.
He and his staff made a very lovely presentation.
Al Arab Stud
The horses of Al Arab Stud were the first presented to the group with
their owner and breeder, HH Sheikha Sara Al Fahad Sabah visibly
enjoying the presentation. The horses were shown to us by mare
families beginning with the Dahmah Shahwaniah: Sabah /Bukra
Line: Ansata Delilah - Ansata Bint Misr - Ansata Bint Bukra - Bukra
Ansata Neamat (Ansata Hejazi x Ansata Neoma, by Prince Fa
Moniet) was first, a heavily fleabitten 16-year-old grey, followed by
her four daughters and one granddaughter: Reem Al Arab, 2013, by
Ajmal Ashhal; Salwa Al Arab, 2004, by Ansata Iemhotep, a gorgeous
mature mare; her daughter, Safeerah Al Arab, 2013 grey, by Ajmal
Ashhal. Another daughter, Hassah Al Arab, 2007, the only bay of the
group, by Al Kidir; and her daughter, Layla Al Arab, grey 2013, by
Ajmal Ashhal.
The second Dahmah family came via Sabah through Bint Sabbah.
Imperial Kalatifa -AK Latifa - Habba - Bint Bint Sabbah. AJ Labba,
a 2010 grey by Al Ayad out of Loubna by Imperial Imdal, was a very
nice young mare.
Two Saqlawiah Jidranieh of the Ibn Sudan families were shown
as the third mare family (Om Dalal) - Moniet El Nefous, through
the famous Tee of the EAO tracing to her daughter -Bint Ibtisam –
Mouna: Bashashah, a 1999 grey, imported in 2004, by Rashdan, ex
Tee by Adl. As she was not feeling well, her daughters represented her
beginning with Boushra Al Arab, 2005 grey by Ansata Osiron, and her
daughter a 2013 grey filly by Ajmal Al Kout.
The next Saqlawiah Jidranieh of the Ibn Sudan mare family is through
a branch now lost to the EAO, Hind. The line follows from Nagwa
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- Anzar - Hanaa – Hind: Maghrebeia Aljazira (El Thay Mameluk x
Mezneh Al Jazira), a 2010 chestnut.
The Obeyah Om Jreis (El Shahbaa) family – Mona (Inshass) Hanan
line to RAS Amala (Prince Fa Moniet x Bint Amal by Ansata Halim
Shah). Sara Al Arab, a very nice 2013 grey filly by Ajmal Ashhal (Sinan
Al Rayyan x Ajmal Obbeyah); I really loved this one!
Finally there was Ajmal Hejazeiah, a 2004 grey by Ansata Hejazi
out of NK Aischa (by Salaa El Dine). This lovely mare will be one
to watch for the future and I expect her progeny will become a solid
foundation line for Al Arab. They include a 2014 grey colt by Ajmal Al
Kout; the 2013 grey Hala Al Arab (by El Thay Khemal Pasha) and the
2010 grey Farhat Al Arab (by Ansata Osiron).
The last two families are Kehaileh; one is the Kehaileh Azuz Ibn
Rodan (Rodania) - Dhimmara- Abas Mareekha-To-Phet, represented

by Mona A, a black 1994 mare by Hafeed Antar, out of Dhimarra
(by Dharib); Yareem Al Arab, a 2008 bay mare by Ansata Osiron; a
grey 2014 filly by Ajmal Ashhal; and Deem Al Arab, a 2012 grey by
Ajmal Ashhal. These mares were followed by the Kehaileh Kroush
(El Kahila family) representative, the 2009 grey Rahf El Korafi (Ezz
Ezzain x Reema).
Ajmal Ashhal (Sinan Al Rayyan x Ajmal Obbeyah, by Ansata Hejazi)
is the main sire for Al Arab Stud and he is of the Obeyan Om Jreis
family tracing to El Shahbaa - Mouna (Inshass) Hanan family.
Bait Al Arab
The history of Bait Al Arab is amazing and an inspiration when you
see its progression to the present day. Here is a short synopsis:
Originally, a government founded farm in 1980, The Arabian Horse Center
has gone through many transitions over the decades. Arabian horses have
always enjoyed the support of the Royal Family and private breeders because
they are a very important and integral part of Kuwait’s history, heritage
and traditions. In 1990, only three horses survived the Iraqi invasion, a
devastating blow to Kuwait, but the country began rejuvenation, searching
for pure-bred Arabians to breed once again.
In 1998-1999 there was a new focus on the straight Egyptian Arabian, and
twelve mares and several stallions were purchased at Ansata Arabian Stud
in the USA forming the nucleus. From there, the Bait Al Arab programme
began to grow as they began to incorporate horses from Dr Hans Nagel’s
Katharinenhof Stud and Cornelia Tauschke’ s El Thayeba Stud, both from
Germany. And horses from other very important straight Egyptian breeders
from around the world are added every year.
In 2007, Bait Al Arab management (the straight Egyptian portion) was
assigned to Mohammed J. Al Marzouq, representing the Tamdeen Group.
He took on the responsibility for the future development of Bait Al Arab. In
2008, Bait Al Arab implemented several educational programmes in order
to increase interest and awareness about horse health, training , showing
and evaluation. They even held an annual photography contest, juried by
experts, and the winning photographs were then displayed in a public venue
in Kuwait.
In 2009, the first quarterly Arabian Horse News Letter is published, printed
in English and Arabic, providing worldwide news on research and health by
experts, and historical information on the Egyptian Arabian horse. Bait Al
Arab also held the first auction of bloodstock made available to the public
and, leased two stallions to improve the herd: El Thay Khemal Pasha (El
Thay Mansour x Kamla 11) and Ajmal Mashreq (Adnan x Ansata
Nefertiti) for two years. El Thay Khemal Pasha is still on lease.
Then, in 2010 the first National Championship took place, sponsored by
the Emir of Kuwait and organised by Bait Al Arab under the umbrella of the
Hunting and Equestrian Club. In 2011 a new state-of-the-art facility was
planned, designed with the concept to take into consideration the nature of
Kuwait, providing a preserve for native plants and creatures. They lease an
exciting new stallion, Ajmal Mashreq, when he returns home from abroad;
his resulting foals are wonderful! The second National Championship has
276 entries from the surrounding region, USA and Europe. The proceeds
from the auction of horses are utilised to purchase the outstanding mare
Authentic Nabeelah (Nabeel II x AK Nawaal by The Egyptian Prince)
from the Rosemary Kloster in Germany. This mare is a representative of the
Bint El Bahreyn family, a new mare family for the stud.
In 2012 Bait Al Arab organised the International Arabian Horse Festival
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again, under the auspices of the Emir of Kuwait, H.H. Sabah Al Ahmed Al
Jabar Al Sabah. The event included an International ECAHO “B” show and
the first International Egyptian Event, recognised by the US Pyramid Society.
The event included an art exhibit featuring Carl Vernet’ s prints and a tour
of Kuwait’s major studs.
The same year Bait Al Arab leases another Ajmal stallion, this time it is
Ajmal Al Kout (Ansata Hejazi x Ansata Malaka by Ansata Halim Shah).
The stud implements a project to retrieve embryos and freeze semen under
the tutelage of the Equine Hospital Veterinarian, Dr Massimo Rubei of Italy,
and is to support the entire equine community of Kuwait. The State Stud
transfers back into the management of the Al Diwan Al Amiri in order to give
his full support to the development of Bait Al Arab Kuwait State Stud.
In the present day they have achieved many of the goals but there are many
more ahead in order to make the Stud a place for Arabian horse lovers from
all over the world. Heading up the Arabian Horse Committee, HH Sheikha
Sara Fahad Al Sabah, under the orders of her grandfather, the Emir, she is to
complete his vision for Arabian horse breeding in Kuwait. He wants Bait Al
Arab to become a sanctuary for the breeding of Arabian horses, where they
can thrive, and the heritage and education may be passed onward.
The presentation of the Bait Al Arab Kuwait State Stud’s horses was
just as lovely as the Al Arab Stud presentation. They paraded all the
mares around the arena with their families and then turned loose just
a few individuals from each family so the audience had an idea of how
they moved when free. It also made it easy to see the influences of the
different stallions when you saw the foundation mare for the family
followed by her progeny, and to understand where they started and
where they are now in terms of quality and direction.
Dahmah Shahwaniah: Five principal mare families, each tracing to
different branches and all but the newest to the programme very well
established.
The Latiefa family (Hamasa Khazzan x Hamasa Tarifa, by Farag),
grey 1993-2011: her daughter, Lamia Elkuwait, 2000 grey by Ajmal
Ashhal followed by her three daughters; Larien Elkuwait, 2012 grey
by Ajmal Ashhal, a very elegant mare; Lamar Elkuwait, 2011 by Ajmal
Mashreq; and Lana Elkuwait, a grey 2007 by Sinan Al Rayyan, my
personal favourite in this family. Next, to be shown was the Latiefa
daughter; Layali Elkuwait, a 2001 grey by Ansata Hejazi and in foal to
Ajmal Al Kout followed by her daughter, Salma Elkuwait, a 2005 grey

“

After the amazing presentation, we all walked
through the newly appointed barns. As we entered
there was a huge basket of carrots sitting out for us
to feed the horses as we strolled the aisles seeing
them up close. Kimberly Douglas and I went up and
down the aisles feeding carrots; it was such fun.

by Ansata Osiron, very reminiscent of a mare that we own, named
Ansata Nile Starlight, also by Ansata Osiron; and her daughter, Lutfia
Elkuwait, a 2013 grey by Ajmal Ashhal. And the last Latiefa daughter,
Layla Elkuwait, 2002 grey by Adnan, in foal to Ajmal Ashhal
The next group was for Ansata Sherrara (Ansata Hejzai x Ansata
Shalimar, by Prince Fa Moniet) 1998–2008. Sabah /Bukra –Misr Ansata Bint Misr – Ansata Delilah. We saw three daughters from this
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family: Sarah Elkuwait, a 2003 grey by Adnan, and her two daughters;
Sanaa Elkuwait, by Ansata Sirius, a very lovely 2008 grey; and Sherifa
Elkuwait, a 2010 grey by Ajmal Al Kout. The second daughter Shams
Elkuwait, 2004 grey by Ansata Sirius, followed by her three daughters;
Sadek Elkuwait, 2013 grey by Ajmal Al Kout, her older maternal sister,
Saaeydah Elkuwait, 2011 grey by El Thay Khemal Pasha; and Salsabel
Elkuwait, 2010 grey by Ajmal Al Kout. Finally, and importantly in
my book, representing this mare family is the last daughter of Ansata
Sherrara, Shorooq Elkuwait, a 2008 grey by Sinan Al Rayyan. She is a
very special mare, and stands out brilliantly.
The Ansata Meryta (Ansata Halim Shah x JKB Masouda, by Madkour)
family 1998 - 2005 followed. Traces to Sabah/Farida via the Halima
branch via –Malikah – Moheba. They introduced two daughters
and two granddaughters, followed by their progeny, equalling four
generations of this mare family at the stud. Mzoon Elkuwait, 2004
grey by Shahin 2001 – 2010, her daughter Mesk Elkuwait, 2004 grey
by Ansata Hejazi and her three progeny; first was a 2013 colt by Ajmal
Al Kout, then Minwah Elkuwait, 2013 grey mare by El Thay Khemal
Pasha and then one of my favourites in the family, May Elkuwait, 2006
grey by Ansata Hejazi. The second daughter was Manar Elkuwait, a
2002 grey full sister to Mzoon Elkuwait, and her two daughters; firstly
Mariyam Elkuwait, 2013 grey by Ajmal Ashhal; and Mayyasah, 2008
grey by Ansata Hejazi and her daughter Maysa Elkuwait, 2012 grey, by
Ajmal Ashhal. From this group I would have chosen to breed to May
Elkuwait and Mayyasah!
Then came the Ansata White Nile family, 1990-2009, by Prince Fa
Moniet out of Ansata Nile Gypsy (by Ansata Ibn Sudan, deceased
2009). Sabah/Falima branch via Ansata Nile Gift – Ansata Nile
Jewel – Falima – Fa Habba – Bint Bint Sabbah. Wafaa Elkuwait, a
grey 1998 -2011, by Ansata Hejazi, her daughter Bint Wafaa Elkuwait
a 2004 grey, by Adnan followed by her daughters: Wanisa Elkuwait,
2008 grey by El Thay Khemal Pasha; Wedad Elkuwait, a 2009 grey
by Ajmal Al Kout; Wafeyah, a 2008 grey by Ansata Osiron and her
son, Wadood Elkuwait, a 2013 grey by Ajmal Ashhal and his sister,
Waseema Elkuwait, a 2012 grey by embryo transfer with El Thay
Khemal Pasha.
The second daughter, Wardah Elkuwait, 2001 grey by Ansata
Hejazi, in foal to Ajmal Ashhal, and her daughters: Dana Elkuwait,
2006 grey by Ansata Osiron in foal to Ajmal Ashhal and her
daughter Wajba, a 2013 grey by Ajmal Ashhal; and Wadha, a 2008
grey by Sinan Al Rayyan.
The last Dahmah family we saw that day was the mare Authentic Nabeelah,
a 2001 chestnut by Nabeel II x AK Nawaal, by The Egyptian Prince and
imported in 2012. She is in foal to Ajmal Ashhal.
There are three Obeyah Om Jreiss mare families: Abla Elkuwait,
tracing to the El Shahbaa branch via Serenity Montaha via Mouna
(Inshass mare) line/branch. This mare has one daughter; the 2002
born grey Abla Elkuwait, by Shahin (out of Alimaar Abayyah, by
Abraxas Halimaar) and is in foal to Waseem Elkuwait (Ansata Sirius x
Wafaa Elkuwait). She has one daughter named Amal Elkuwait, 2006
grey by Ansata Sirius who in turn has three daughters, all grey and
all by Ajmal Al Kout, also of the Obeyan families making them pure
in the strain/line: Arwa Elkuwait, 2013; Aliah Elkuwait, 2012; and
Amthal Elkuwait, 2010 grey.
The second Obeyah mare family is Ghazalla Al Rayyan, imported in
2005; a 2003 grey by Ansata Sinan out of Aisha (by Ansata Halim
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across the wadi to join in the closing
luncheon festivities. Next to the
Education and Offices complex, a
Bedouin tent was set up with several
hot food stations, cooking to suit
on the spot, and seating both inside
and outside. It was such a glorious
day that many chose to eat outside

Klaus Beste.

by Sinan Al Rayyan.
There is one Hadbah Enzahiya
mare family via Shahneekha –
Samiha – Hadba – Venus: DHA
Ameenah (imported 2013), a 2011
chestnut by Al Adeed Al Shaqab
out of Amira Mahdeen by Maydan
and Shahneekha. There is also only
one Kohaileh Ajuz Ibn Rodan
(Rodania) mare family via Fawkia
– Mamlouka – Riyala line; that of
Bilqis EV (imported 2013), a 2009
bay by MB Ibn Sehnab out of Bint
Qisani, by Shauk
After the amazing presentation, we all walked through the newly
appointed barns. As we entered there was a huge basket of carrots
sitting out for us to feed the horses as we strolled the aisles seeing
them up close. Kimberly Douglas and I went up and down the aisles
feeding carrots; it was such fun. From the barns we strolled back
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Shah) and she in turn has three grey daughters, all sired by Ajmal Al
Kout. They are Gayah Elkuwait,
2013; Ghazal Elkuwait, 2012; and
Ghalia Elkuwait, 2010.
The third Obeyah mare family
traces again to El Shahbaa but this
time via Wasfia - Shamaa- Maysa
– Mahfouza. Her name is DHS
Shaakirah (Alidaar x Ward Shah
by Adeeb), imported 2013; a 1998
grey with no offspring yet because
she is new.
The Saqlawiah Jidranieh Ibn Sudan
mare family (Om Dalal) – Ghazzalah
(Inshass) via Rateeba – Ragga –
Saada – Ghazalah. Representing was
Rababa Al Rayyan (imported 2005); a 2004 grey by Ansata
Selman out of Turkiya Al Rayyan (by Safir) and in foal to
Ajmal Ashhal. She has two daughters, Reham Elkuwait, 2013
grey by Waseem Elkuwait; and Rawaat Elkuwait, a 2008 grey

overlooking the wadi area. One of
the new things I learned from HH
Sheikha Sara Fahad Al Sabah is
that there is a desert truffle season.
Who would have thought that the
desert could produce a delicacy
such as this, but it does and I say
they are delicious!

In closing, I want to make clear is
that the joy of breeding straight
Egyptians is alive and well in Kuwait. Every year new breeders join
and whole families embrace this endeavour, building farms that are a
weekend oasis from the busy life in Kuwait City. Visiting Kuwait is a
journey that is well worth the time and effort. Inshallah, Henry and I
will go again.
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